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NIH RADIO AMATEUR CLUB 

K3YGG / W3NIH / KB3SKV 

Mailing Address: NIH Building 11, MSC 5716, Bethesda, MD 20892-5716 

Meeting Room and Radio Facilities in Building 11, Room 308, Telephone: 301-496-5311   

Repeater: 145.290
-
 MHz 

Electronic Addresses: www.nihrac.org and info@nihrac.org 
 

REPORT OF THE OCTOBER 4, 2014 CLUB MEETING  

 

CALL TO ORDER AND WELCOME 

The meeting was called to order at ~1332 EDT by President Walter Lamar in the Building 11 
Radio Room. Five members were present including Tim Salo, KB3ZYX; Walter Lamar, 
KB5WGT; Andy Mitz, WA4LTJ; John Greene, W3MIT; and Bill Hook, W3QBC. There were no 
teleconference participants by 1332 EDT. We did have a visitor just before the meeting, Mihailo 
Kaplarevic, AB3VR, who works for NHLBI and wishes to become an NIHRAC member.  
 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
Next Club Meeting 
The next NIHRAC meeting will be on Saturday, November 1, 2014 at 1300 EDT in the Radio 
Room in Building 11. 
 
 

COMMITTEE REPORTS  
 
Treasurer's Report  
No transactions in the last two months.  
 
EchoLink Report 
Walter Lamar patched the EchoLink server during the Business Meeting, and tried to fix the 
problem of the first two letters of the station ID announcement (K3YGG) getting cut off, by 
adding spaces in the call sign field preceding the call sign in the EchoLink application 
configuration.  It did not help, but Bill Hook notes that the repeater-generated Morse ID is being 
generated and heard correctly. 
 
A reminder that the NIHRAC Net is held every Monday night at 2100 local time on our 2M 
repeater and via EchoLink. 
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K3YGG Repeater Report  
No issues were reported with the 2M repeater.  As reported in the September minutes, we have 
decommissioned the 70 cm repeater permanently; Bill Hook has now written T-MARC to notify 
them that the 447.925/442.925 frequency pair is available for coordination for other amateur 
radio organizations.  
 
A reminder again that we now have an agreement with the operator of the local 449.025- MHz 
repeater system to allow NIHRAC members to use this system with two receiver locations In 
Bethesda and in Virginia for emergency preparedness activities.  A 156.7 Hz (PL5A) CTCSS 
tone is required for access. This UHF repeater system has excellent coverage, and appears to 
be underutilized. Bill Hook is in the process of reprogramming the club UHF Bendix/King HTs to 
use this system. 
 
 

OLD BUSINESS 
 
No old business was discussed. 
 
 

NEW BUSINESS 

 

 NCI Shady Grove 
NIHRAC was contacted by the emergency preparedness people at NCI Shady Grove to inquire 
about the feasibility of establishing a backup link to the main campus via amateur radio.  John 
Greene and Victor Cid made a visit to them on the day of an Emergency Preparedness fair, and 
tested the ability of John’s HT to reach the repeaters used by NIHRAC. Thanks to Bill Hook’s 
daily monitoring of our repeaters, they were able to establish that from the top of the NCI Shady 
Grove Parking Garage, the 2M VHF repeater could be reached weakly from the HT.  The 70cm 
UHF system we have permission to use could be reached at full quieting. Inside the building, 
which is known to have terrible cell phone reception, only the UHF system could be reached, at 
unknown quality.   
 
With a better antenna, establishing a repeater link seems feasible; however, a more useful for 
emergencies, simplex link remains to be tested, and would clearly require both higher power 
and a good antenna.  Andy Mitz was to meet with them after they coordinated with Michael 
Spillane and the NIH Emergency Preparedness people; as of this writing, that meeting has not 
taken place, and Andy has not had further contact with them. They are planning to hold a 
Technician class license course at NCI Shady Grove soon, with the assistance of the 
Montgomery Amateur Radio Club (MARC). 
 

 Fort McNair 
Victor Cid was to attend a STAR TIDES meeting there to demonstrate the BMERS system with 
the assistance of some Army MARS members on Thursday, October 9.  
 

 CARAfest 
The CARA fest at the Howard County fairgrounds was to be held on Sunday, October 5. This 
hamfest is also the site of the annual T-MARC meeting. Walter Lamar and his wife were 
planning to attend. 
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 NIHRAC HF Rigs - old, older, and missing 
For the past year, NIHRAC has been using an Icom 756 Pro II, contest-quality transceiver on 
loan from Andy Mitz.  Andy has moved to a new apartment, and would like a rig for the 
apartment.  For the moment, he has taken back the 756 Pro II.  The club’s Kenwood TS-570D 
has been placed back into service as the primary HF rig, although the linear amplifier has not 
yet been fully connected.  
 
Andy has been looking to find the club a better radio for the main HF operating position.  He 
announced that former member, Frank Putnam N3ZPQ, has offered a donation of his Kenwood 
TS-850S.  The TS-850S is a non-digital, contest-class radio. Andy moved to accept the 
donation, and Walter Lamar seconded. The motion carried with no objections. 
 
Andy also looked to borrow the club’s Icom 706MkIIG transceiver, as a potential alternative to 
taking back his 756 Pro II.  The club’s 706MkIIG (Serial Number 013905) came to NIHRAC from 
the California DMAT through our connections with FEMA.  That donation was made about 10 
years ago. Andy was involved in the negotiations and in procuring the equipment. The 
706MkIIG was specially modified to operate outside of the ham bands for use on MARS, 
SHARES, and other government frequencies. 
 
The radio was taken on loan by a club member holding a NIHRAC radio room key shortly after it 
arrived. Unfortunately, the loan was not properly documented. Andy said he had always 
assumed it was on loan to the club’s W3NIH trustee; however, a subsequent email exchange 
with the trustee indicated that his was a different 706MkIIG. Only club officers, the NIH radio 
shop, and the NIH Police have keys to the club room. If any NIHRAC member has or had a 
706MkIIG, please check the above serial number. Club members are allowed to borrow 
equipment to enhance our organization’s emergency readiness, but all loaned equipment must 
be documented; the entire DMAT donation was tagged with NIH Gov’t Property stickers. If you 
have the 706MkIIG and it is not in use, please arrange to return the radio. If it is in use, please 
let us know that you have it.    
 

 Bendix/King HT Battery Packs 
The NIH Safety Officer has encouraged us to stay ready. The AA batteries in the Bendix/King 
HT battery packs are quite old. After some discussion, it was decided that Bill Hook would 
research which AA alkaline batteries hold their charge longest, and then purchase the required 
80  (8 AA x 10 Bendix/King HTs) batteries, with a budget of up to $30 authorized. 
 

 Radio Room Repairs 
The NIHRAC Radio Room in Building 11 is undergoing some modifications. NIH is installing a 
PIV card badge reader to the door lock, and they appear to be replacing the air handler, 
hopefully repairing the ceiling tiles, especially the one with the air vent hanging down. However, 
many of the lights in the club meeting/office area at the front of the radio room are now out, or 
emitting only a dim glow. Tim Salo was to put in a ticket to have these bulbs replaced by NIH. 
 

 Andy’s Apartment Antenna Experiments 
As noted above, Andy Mitz recently moved into an apartment. He has been testing various 
stealth antenna configurations. He is on the third floor, facing west. His current configuration is 
an inverted L.  One leg is a 15 foot indoor horizontal wire (#24 Teflon coated). The vertical leg is    
26 feet of #30 wire-wrap wire dropped from the window. The end has 3 feet of fishing line and a 
fishing weight to keep the wire taut.  The window wire is held by a tiny gold pin, so if someone 
yanks on the fishing weight they will get a fistful of wire-wrap wire (that can be easily replaced). 
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The two legs of the antenna are connected to a 100W tuner on the window ledge, then to an 
Icom transceiver. With the external antenna, his first contact on 40M running 100 W was 
Russia, followed by England and Florida. As Bill Hook predicted, the biggest problem is RF 
pollution from the apartments. Most is probably leaky cable TV/Internet.  Andy is ready to 
investigate filters and low noise antennas to reduce the receiver noise. 

 
 
ADJOURNMENT 

 
The meeting was adjourned by a motion from John Greene, with Andy Mitz seconding, at 1450. 

 
 
Respectfully Submitted and 73, 
John Greene, W3MIT 
NIHRAC Secretary/Treasurer 


